Tracing the Genealogy of Art Instruction in Colonial Lahore: German Philosophy, Design Pedagogy and Nineteenth-Century England

Abstract

In 1875, John Lockwood Kipling, the founding principal of the Mayo School of Arts, Lahore, devised a curriculum for imparting craft training to artisans in Punjab. He borrowed theoretical assumptions from German natural philosophy which was already incorporated in the curriculum of design education in nineteenth-century England. Strongly influenced by James Mill’s Utilitarian ideas and German philosophy, English art administrators institutionalised the design pedagogy under the auspices of the Department of Science and Art set up in South Kensington, London. The department owned its establishment and achievements to Henry Cole’s perseverance. Inclusion of philosophical assumptions about nature, geometry, science and beauty in the curriculum led to the emergence of a new category, designer, which was supposed to focus on design, utility and marketability of industrial production. Artisan was supposed to assume this new role of designer by acquiring proficiency in reproducing designs from nature along with considering the demands in the market and by developing knowledge of machine. In this way, handicrafts could be replaced with mechanical production of commodities. The basic question of this article is how did capitalist interests define value of objects? By considering this question from Marxist point of view, I trace the genealogy of art instruction in colonial Lahore by studying the development of design pedagogy in nineteenth-century England.
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Established in 1875, Mayo School of Arts, Lahore (MSA), was among the four leading art schools in India, which aimed at giving training to artisans according to the emerging needs of colonial economy. British art administrators defined two contradictory objectives for the school: “to disseminate general art culture, so that at least as the future deputy magistrate or government clerk must know about Chaucer, Edwardian glories in the stone building, Elizabethian literature, etc.”, and to “revive crafts now half forgotten, and to discourage as much as possible the crude attempts at reproduction of the worst features of Birmingham and Manchester work now so much common among natives”. The first objective romanticised British cultural practices and argued to introduce these in Punjab through art instruction, while the other objective idealized Punjab’s pre-colonial art and craft practices which should be protected from the European influences. However, in both objectives, colonial art administrators assumed that the British were knowledgeable and trained enough to set up an art school in
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Lahore. I have discussed somewhere else the colonial art education in Lahore, which is not the scope of this article. Here, I explore the ideas (concerning nature, beauty, geometry and science) incorporated in design pedagogy in England, which the colonial administrators used later on for devising the curriculum for the art school in Lahore.

In nineteenth-century France and England, the process of industrialization and urbanization was accompanied by the disappearance of certain crafts, the emergence of industrial areas and large cities with slums and elite areas, the establishment of large markets, and a growing consciousness about the modern values and increasing threat to the natural landscape. Art critics responded to such social transformation in two ways: some believed in promoting rational, scientific and secular values in art practices; while others contested industrialization and supported medieval craft practices, Christian morality and mysticism. These two analytically broad categories are important to understand the theoretical underpinnings of art education in England and Lahore, respectively.

Current scholarship on nineteenth-century art education in England mainly relates the emergence of schools of design to the increasing role of the middle class in a centralized state structure and the process of industrialisation. Others suggest that the question of “national taste” led to the reforms in the art and design education, which involved civic and moral attitudes, a sense of what is good design among customers and manufacturers that was not necessarily linked to the economic rationale. Such scholarship also identifies multiple tensions between the local elites, the state authorities in London and the management of art schools, which changed the utilitarian agenda of education in England.

Following Arindam Dutta, I propose in this article a complex relationship between the state and design pedagogy based on the reformulation of German romantic and natural philosophy to support the colonial economy. Henry Cole’s (1808-82) pedagogical efforts attempted to ensure a smooth transition from handicrafts to mechanical mass production with “aesthetically” improved designs. In other words, the economic interests of the middle class defined the parameters of art education in England. For Karl Marx, the conditions of capitalism involving the division of labour, the use of machinery, state, laws and institutions, not only lead to the alienation of labour from its own product, but also to the fetishism of the commodities. He sees this alienation in industry and art works as representing the superstructure of the bourgeois society. Here, I am concerned with the intellectual exercise involving the establishment of various institutions in England, the appropriation of science and philosophical ideas for producing the “conditions of capitalism” to increase the market value of commodities. Several art critics contested Cole’s pedagogical endeavours, which influenced educationists in England and Lahore as well.

**Henry Cole and the Establishment of Art Institutions**

In England, Henry Cole and his associates institutionalized the rational perspective of art and its application to the industrial production. More than French positivism, Cole and his associates were influenced by Jeremy Bentham’s utilitarian philosophy. Bentham contended that to achieve maximum happiness, the human conduct should be based on law and reason rather than any emotional,
religious or traditional association. Art could only survive if it was useful for a society. By quantitatively distinguishing various forms of pleasures into moral, intellectual and physical, J.S. Mill further developed utilitarianism and argued that human beings who existed at a higher level, experienced more happiness because of their higher abilities to use rational faculties. Thus, the British, because of their superiority in knowledge, could teach morality and art in the colonies. This reformist agenda formed the basic assumptions of art instruction in England and Lahore, too.

In the 1820s and the 30s, English intellectuals debated various reforms concerning the electoral process, the individual’s rights, the issues of trade, the role of the state in the public sphere, etc. Construction of some major buildings (the British parliament and the British Museum) engaged intellectuals and parliamentarians with philosophies of design and aesthetics and the type of architecture that could best reflect the democratic values and the nations’ rich cultural heritage. The Reform Act of 1832 opened the way for the middle class to play a role at the state level in controlling design education, which could increase the prospects for exports. In 1835, a select committee on arts and manufactures underlined deplorable conditions of the British industrial products; the members proposed to establish an academy to train local designers in order to compete with other countries, especially France.

In this context, Cole wrote booklets, manuals and pamphlets, which preoccupied him with the contemporary debates on art and design education, industry, traditional crafts, and architecture. Cole theoretically engaged the definition of art in the 1840s. By then, the term “art” or “fine art” was strictly used for the Greco-Roman sculpture and Renaissance art. “Art” was either fine or applied depending on its beauty or utility. But with the publication of several commentaries on buildings, architecture was also included in the concept of art despite its utilitarian nature.

In 1845, Cole used for the first time the term “Art Manufacture” to denote the application of “Fine Art” to mechanical mass production. The aim of art manufacturers was “to produce in each article superior utility, which is not to be sacrificed to ornament; to select pure forms; to decorate each article with appropriate details relating to its use, and to obtain these details directly as possible from Nature.” To popularize the concept, Cole established a firm, Summerly’s Art Manufactures, and inaugurated the Journal of Design and Manufacture to codify and standardize the principles for design and manufacturing.

Henry Cole’s involvement in organizing the landmark Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of all Nations in 1851 brought him close to the official circles and established his contacts with the manufacturers, artisans, art schools, local communities, and traders. This network helped him to understand the relationship between the state machinery, artisans, designs, industry and consumers. For the rest of his life, he worked to institutionalize this relationship in England and India.
The post-exhibition literature, especially that produced by the Cole circle, systematically codified these art theories. They and other commentators appreciated the display of the East India Company as they found a strong relationship of utility and design in the Indian products. They believed that European art was then “in discredited state” and European artisans lacked “guiding principles in design and still less of unity in its application.” To improve this situation, they laid emphasis on the scientific training of artisans in geometry, drawing and proper use of colours, through an organized system of art instruction for artisans and industrial manufacturers which could improve public taste. A key concern of the Cole circle in these debates was how to increase the “market value” of artisanal and industrial products. One of the ideas that emerged in these debates was that designers should take inspiration from nature rather than ancient art, industrial design should not be too decorative; rather, that decoration should accord with the use of a product.

In 1852, the government established the Department of Practical Art (renamed Department of Science and Art [DSA] in 1855) under Henry Cole, who was assisted by Richard Redgrave (1804-1888), a painter and etcher. Owen Jones (1809-1874), an architect and designer, famous for his studies of the Alhambra Palace in Spain, was appointed as Redgrave’s assistant. The main objective of the department was to devise and promote art education in schools to lay “the foundation of correct judgement” among the consumers and manufacturers. Cole from the very beginning centralized the DSA and by the 1860s its main occupation became management rather than training. The pedagogical framework of the DSA involved not an individual relation of a teacher-student, rather it was a textbook-teacher-student relationship, as Dutta describes it. Teachers were selected because of their abilities to impart the prescribed curriculum rather than their individual creativity and excellence in art. The system of art instruction devised by Cole and his associates is called the South Kensington School System (SKSS).

**Design Pedagogy and German Philosophy**

Arindam Dutta suggests that the DSA’s intellectual exercise of devising the national curriculum intended to incorporate artisans in industrialization and to forge a new category of designer to increase the market value of industrial products. Here, I will explain the concepts of nature, geometry, science and beauty with reference to the natural philosophy of Immanuel Kant and Johann Wolfgang Goethe, and the incorporation of such ideas in the curriculum of the DSA and the art school in Lahore.

Immanuel Kant considers “nature” as the sole source of all phenomena. Human beings understand nature as it appears to their faculties in its diverse and complex forms. Nature cannot be divided into components and “the proper unchangeable fundamental basic measure of nature is its absolute whole”. Due to its infinite magnitude nature cannot be understood as a whole. Only parts of the diverse components of nature can be comprehended either through empirical laws known to us through experiences or analogies based on the “transcendental laws of nature, a priori propositions that are intellectual and at the same time synthetic”.

The studies of the diverse components must be located within a unified concept...
of nature. This notion of “one nature” reflecting in “all appearances” became one of the basic assumptions in the SKSS.

Kant suggests that mathematics is applicable to nature through figurative expressions, that is, geometry. Geometrical demonstrations, if they cannot be related to pure mathematics (empiricism), are nothing more than imagination. The advancement in the mathematical and geometrical principles was a revolution in the “mode of thinking” showing the progress of human civilization. Kant considered Euclidean geometry as a model which explained the logics of nature, and non-Euclidean (Oriental) geometry as fantasy. This Kantian notion that the western tradition of geometry “acquired a secure path of science” and that the geometrical demonstrations reflect the internal logics of nature became an important principle in the curriculum of the DSA.

For Kant, the idea of beauty is fundamentally non-cognitive because its judgement is either a source of happiness (a feeling for the persistence of life) or unhappiness (a feeling for the restraint in life); therefore, beauty becomes aesthetic and subjective. So, beauty is unsymmetrical and an excess of form rather than a form itself. It is a form that is yet to be incorporated into any conceptual framework; hence, beauty cannot be grasped empirically. It is emotional rather than rational.

Kant argues that our aesthetic feelings can lead to four moments of aesthetic judgement about beauty. The first is quality, that is, our disinterestedness: “we take pleasure in something because we judge it beautiful” and we do not have any moral or empirical concerns about it; the second is quantity, that is, universal appreciation: we expect agreement on beauty despite knowing that it is subjective. Kant underlines that we suppose that there is some consensus on the concept of beauty, that’s why we argue for a universal agreement, but “if we judge objects merely in terms of concepts, then we lose all presentation of beauty. This is why there can be no rule by which someone could be compelled to acknowledge that something is beautiful”.

The third one is relation, that the beautiful object is “purposive without purpose”, in other words, that it has no other purpose except to be beautiful. In that case, if an object is judged either according to its external purpose (use) or internal purpose (its design or manufacturing), then, utility (in the case of former) and perfection (in the case of later) cannot be termed as beautiful because utility and perfection are characteristics which cannot be considered as beauty. The fourth moment is modality or necessity. It combines all the previous three moments in an “idea of a common sense”, that is, an “a priori principle” of one’s own taste. But for Kant, it is a possibility that we do not have such type of “common sense” or it is regulated by some reason.

Goethe, while accepting Kant’s idea of nature as an archetype, contends that what happens in nature is also reflected in its components (object and subject). Unlike Kant, he reduces the difference between object and subject and argues that both (object and subject) interact with each other through experiment. By conducting biological experiments, we can grasp the laws of nature, the very ideas which govern nature and its beauty. In this way, beauty can also be understood empirically, which is impossible in Kantian philosophy. Goethe establishes a relation between aesthetics and science. He suggests that scientific experiments are
like mathematical equations, both lead us to the original value (ideas or objects), helping us to understand successive steps of evolution. In other words, everything is conceptually unified with an inherent purpose and direction, and by learning the basic principles, we can understand the growth of biological forms (plants, animals and human beings). Accordingly, the study of each evolutionary step of a biological form subordinated to the natural laws, helps us to comprehend the beauty of that object. It was Goethe’s argument of empirically grasping beauty, and understanding the laws of nature through the observation of various biological forms, which the DSA applied in the SKSS.

In the first half of the nineteenth century, German philosophy made its way to England when the authorities of different design schools arranged lectures of distinguished biologists and anatomists on beauty and the laws of nature. Also, various museums in England housed biological specimens to guide design students as how to reproduce the patterns of plants and other natural objects on industrial products. Two associates of Henry Cole, William Dyce (1806-1864) and Christopher Dresser (1834-1904), introduced German natural philosophy in the curriculum of the SKSS while keeping it consistent with the interests of the English capitalists.

William Dyce systematized the instruction of geometry. In 1837, Dyce visited France, Prussia, Saxony and Bavaria on the instruction of the Select Committee on Arts and their Connections with Manufacture. After studying various models in Europe, he developed a curriculum for the English schools of design for improving industrial products. For Dyce, geometry was a tool which could be used for improving the tastes of manufacturers. Before him, Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (1746-1827), a Swiss educationist, formulated geometrical exercises for developing artistic skills among the children of kindergarten age. These exercises involved a practice of various geometrical forms like line, square, circle, moving from simple to complex. Dyce used these ideas in his model. For Pestalozzi, basic geometrical skills, rather than fine art, could enhance children’s artistic and expressive faculties. Dyce had a similar opinion about artisans as needing training not in the fine arts but in basic geometry in order to polish their skills. The way Pestalozzi treated children, Dyce treated “illiterate” artisans.

By following Kant’s idea that beauty lies in nature, and by borrowing Goethe’s concept that the beauty of nature can be grasped empirically, imitation of nature became an important exercise in the SKSS. The emphasis on nature was also due to the aversion of Utilitarian philosophers towards other philosophies. Geometry was integrated with drawing to enable the students to understand the logics of the beauty of nature. Dyce emphasized that a craftsman should learn different geometrical forms of the natural objects to know the delicacies of natural beauty, which craftsmen can apply to handicrafts. Unlike Kant, Dyce argued that beautiful designs had other purpose (utility) and beautifully designed objects (in the form of industrial products or crafts) are closely connected to our daily life. For him, a designer mediated between machine and art through his designs by taking care of the inner beauty of an object, as reflected in nature, and understanding the rational function of the machine, which imprinted those designs on different products.
Like Dyce, Christopher Dresser, a product designer and drawing teacher at the London School of Design (LSD), also articulated a notion of aesthetics on scientific basis in the design curriculum of the SKSS. Dresser used Goethe’s idea of a unified nature which could be comprehended through observation and anatomy. For him, various geometrical forms were similar in all plants and even animals, suggesting a unity in the diversity of nature. So the main objective of an art student or designer should be to understand this unity of concept.

The implication of such assertion was far reaching. In the SKSS, Dresser and others shifted their emphasis from handling the material to the observation of natural objects and beautification of the industrial products. They regarded artisan as one category, which could be trained through a uniform curriculum. They envisioned a designer who could design or draw a variety of objects on different surfaces, and possessed diverse artisanal skills. As the designers were supposed to facilitate in mechanical production, the machine assumed an integral part of the notion of beauty in the design curriculum. If laboratory instruments could help in understanding the laws of nature, machines could also reproduce patterns similar to those in nature. If a designer used repetitive geometrical patterns, the machine could perform the same function, both designs looking equally beautiful. In this way, Dresser constructed a close relationship between the machine, nature and beauty. So the training of artisans and designers in aesthetics was not only meant to equip them with a notion of natural beauty but also to train them to handle the machine, and to make them realize that this industrial transformation could produce equally beautiful objects.

Utility becomes an integral part of aesthetics in the design curriculum; a product has to be beautiful as well as useful, unlike the Kantian concept for which beauty has no purpose. The desire for expanding market was deriving the very value of this beauty. Dresser makes it clear in his writing: “At the very outset we must recognize the fact that the beautiful has a commercial or money value”. He claims that it is design that makes the value of any product; if the material is precious but it is not well finished, it cannot have any market value. So the Utilitarian project of the DSA assumed that the value of an object can be defined on the basis of its beauty and utility. This is exactly what Marx intends when he writes that it is capital and its working conditions which ascribe a particular value to an object. In short, the assumptions in German natural philosophy were altered and incorporated in the SKSS to serve the interests of the English capitalist class by integrating artisanal practices with manufacturing processes and the market.

Selective assumption of German natural philosophy made their way to colonial Lahore, when the British state appointed John Lockwood Kipling as first principal of the MSA. Born to a Methodist minister, Joseph Kipling, Lockwood Kipling was trained at South Kensington and had a good grasp over the theoretical debates in the SKSS. In India, he also worked as an in-charge of decorative sculpture at Bombay School of Arts. While devising curriculum for students in Lahore, Kipling assumed that SKSS was perfectly suitable for them. For him, artisans in Punjab lacked theoretical insights into their work and this problem could be overcome by introducing geometry, drawing and science.
Following Kant, Kipling believed that ornamental geometry practiced in Punjab had no theoretical or analytical basis. It was a product of intuition and should be discouraged. He introduced western geometry in MSA as it could instil rationality among the artisans in Punjab. In the same way, Kipling also introduced Goethe’s idea of understanding the laws of nature by making drawings of biological objects such as plants and humans in the third and fourth year of teaching. He believed that artisans in Punjab had imagination based on superstitions largely derived from religion. Such fantasy also reflected in their craft practices. Knowledge about the laws of nature acquired through observation and drawing could bring accuracy and precision in the products of Punjabi artisans. Unlike in England, where DSA’s theoretical courses meant to train artisans to work with machine, Kipling’s use of theory aimed to invoke artisans’ understanding of their own work. His disliking for industrialization was due to the influence of the critics of SKSS, which I will discuss in the following paragraphs.

Many commentators in England became critical of industrialization and saw mechanization as destruction of social and moral values, and culture. Some of them laid emphasis on the continuation of tradition to define modern as close to nature, while others rejected modernization and argued for the revival of medieval traditions. In this context, two leading figures, John Ruskin (1819-1900) and William Morris (1834–1896), voiced criticism of the SKSS. John Ruskin, the renowned British art critic, saw Cole’s instruction plan as a fallacy because teaching drawing was possible but inspiration for design was a God-given ability which could not be sold. For him, refinement in perception was more important than the ability to draw, and this refinement could be improved by observing natural objects, and composition of colours, especially light and shade. This approach was contrary to Dyce’s and Dresser’s views, which stressed line drawings and geometrical forms. Ruskin proposed that art should aim at praising God (as in the case of Gothic art), and that history and natural sciences should be included in art instruction. Ruskin believed that the SKSS would soon lead to the erosion of intellect and morality.

Opposition to the SKSS also came from the proponents of the Arts and Crafts Movement, especially from William Morris, an English furnitre and textile designer. In his youth, he had refused to see the Great Exhibition since many commentators believed the display of handicrafts to be “wonderfully ugly”. Inspired by romanticism, medievalism and spiritualism, he proposed that production and marketing of traditional crafts could counter the influences of the SKSS. Like Ruskin, Morris called for patronage of the lesser arts and supported the socialist view of reforming art and design techniques for everyone. Morris considered that mass production and reduction of artists to labourers in the industrial system would lead to the decadence of art. Only manual skills with knowledge of treating materials used in various crafts could form a good art. William Morris’ views enjoyed limited popularity among the English middle class.

Ruskin’s and Morris’ ideas of patronising lesser crafts also influenced Lockwood Kipling in Lahore. He instituted the Journal of Indian Art and Industry in 1884 to argue the support for and revival of (pre-colonial) Indian arts and crafts. However, as a member of colonial education service, Kipling could do little in making radical amendments to the design curriculum devised within the
framework of SKSS, which served the objectives of English middle class. In a way, Kipling supported the economic interests of the colonial state by encouraging Punjabi artisans to learn western theories, use modern raw material (such as colours, leather, building material, etc.) and finally prepare and sell their products to European traders for overseas exports.

Conclusion

For tracing the genealogy of theoretical assumptions in the curriculum of art education in colonial Lahore, we must consider the development of design pedagogy in nineteenth-century England. By engaging Karl Marx’s concept that “conditions of capitalism” define the market value of commodities, I argue that Henry Cole and his associates incorporated German philosophical assumptions in SKSS. Henry Cole, son of a middle class British army officer, and a staunch supporter of James Mill’s Utilitarian ideas, came close to the Royal family because of successfully organizing the Great Exhibition. The government assigned him to look after a newly established DSA which designed pedagogical framework for schools in England and India. Major objective of this exercise was to ensure “the foundation of correct judgement” among buyers and producers. This could be done by imparting training to designers whose designs would make industrial products more profitable. In this way, aesthetics were linked with market. Cole and his associates borrowed the concepts of nature, geometry, science and beauty from the philosophy of Kant and Goethe for incorporating in the design curriculum. John Lockwood Kipling institutionalised similar assumptions in Lahore. Ideas such as “one nature” representing all appearances, Oriental geometry as a fantasy, mathematics and Euclidean geometry as a revolution in the mode of thinking, empirical understanding of beauty through the laws which govern nature, and observation of biological forms to appreciate what is beautiful became salient features of design pedagogy. Inclusion of these ideas in the curriculum of SKSS and MSA significantly shifted the focus of design education from handling material to observation of nature, use of mathematics and geometry, utility and beautification of industrial products. At the same time, designers must be trained to keep a low cost of production, thus, increasing the margin of profit. Cole’s ideas were resisted by art critics such as John Ruskin and William Morris who argued to patronize hand-made crafts but Cole circle remained influential in policy making as it catered to the needs of English middle class. Ruskin and Morris also influenced Kipling but such influences could not stop him in encouraging artisans of Punjab to learn geometry, mathematics and western theories.
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